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PETROGRAPHY OF THE KOOTENAI CREEK AREA,
BITTERROOT RANGE, MONTANA 
Sidney L* Groff
ABSTRACT
Existing papers concerning the origin of the gneissic 
east front of the Bitterroot Range, Montana, appear to be in 
disagreement. Lindgren (1904) considered that the remarkably 
uniform eastern slope was caused by a great normal fault and 
that the gneissic zone was the result of fault stresses. 
Langton (1935) accepted the fault concept and considered the 
gneiss to be formed from granitic rock older than the Idaho 
batholith. Pardee (1950) cited geomorphic features indicat­
ing that such a fault may be present. Ross (1950) believed 
that the gneiss was a zone of granitized Beltian sediments 
and that the uniform slope was due to the doming effect of 
the Idaho batholith.
Much of the gneissic rock of the mountain front west 
of Stevensville, Montana appears to be a raylonitic augen 
gneiss. Zircon of detrital origin is present, and quartz 
may be in excess of 90 per cent in the composition of some 
of the rock. A schist with foliation parallel to the gneiss 
and having sharp contacts with the gneiss is common in the
-vi-
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frontal zone. Diopside is locally abundant near the west 
edge of this zone, and sillimanite is common in a contorted 
gneiss even farther westward*
In this area it is probable that the frontal gneissic 
zone is composed of both metasediments of Beltian age and 
later igneous intrusives, and t M t  the cataclastic nature of 
the rock resulted from both the intrusion of the Idaho 
batholith and subsequent faulting along the range front.
INTRODUCTION 
Purpose of the Investigation
This paper is primarily concerned with the establish­
ment of facts bearing on the "dispute” (Ross 1950, p. 135) 
as to the origin of the gneiss and the structure of the 
gneissic east front of the Bitterroot Range in western 
Montana. It will be shown that none of the previous papers 
dealing with the geology of this area are in complete agree­
ment. There is, however, considerable evidence to support 
some of the differing views of the previous papers- Believ­
ing that a comprehensive study of a smaller area might 
uncover pertinent data and either prove or disprove some of 
the existing views, an extensive reconnaissance and sampling 
of the Kootenai Creek area was carried out.
Location
The area (fig. 1 k pi. I) with which this paper is 
mostly concerned is a small portion of the northern part of 
the Bitterroot Range. The range begins about eight miles 
south of Missoula, Montana and extends some sixty miles 
farther south along the Montana-Idaho border. The area 
indicated in plate I is about twenty-five miles south of
Missoula, generally west of Stevensville, Montana and
—1—
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camprises all or parts of T. 9» 10 N., R. 20* 21* 22 W*
The drainage areas of Kootenai Creek^ and of parts of Bass 
and Big Creeks were studied in reconnaissance. Particular 
attention was paid to that portion of Kootenai Canyon within 
Sec. 7 & 8# T. 9 N.* R. 20 W. and Sec. 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 & 
15, T, 9 R* 21 W. (see pi. II). County roads branch 
west from Ijf. S. Highway 93 and permit easy access to the 
canyon mouths along the range front. The range itself is a 
Ü. S. Forest Service "primitive area” and only access by 
foot or horse is permitted. Trails are maintained by the 
Forest Service and parallel the creeks back to their head­
waters. A convenient bench mark (33700 is located at the 
base of the water tower just south of Stevensville railroad 
station.
Previous Work in the Area
Most of the geology done in the vicinity of the 
Bitterroot Valley and Range has been of a reconnaissance 
nature. In the summer and early fall of 1899, a U. S. 
Geological Survey field party under the direction of Waldemar 
Lindgren completed an extensive reconnaissance of a portion 
of western Montana and adjacent Idaho. The Bitterroot 
Valley and Range were included in the area. The results of 
this reconnaissance were published by Lindgren in 1904. 
Lindgren was impressed with the remarkably long, straight.
^Called "Mill Creek" by Langton (1935, p. 42 k fig. 3, 
pp. 32-33/.
evenly sloping east front of the Bitterroot Range and con­
sidered it to be formed by a normal fault of great displace­
ment (1904> P* 115), He believed it to be the most important 
structural feature discussed in his report and that it formed 
the gieiss of the frontal zone from the original granitic 
rock of the Idaho batholith,
Claude M, Langton (1935# fig. 3# pp, 32-33) published 
a reconnaissance geological map of the northern portion of 
the Bitterroot Valley and Range, Langton (1935# p, 52) 
agreed with Lindgren concerning the presence of a fault 
along the range front, but believed the gneissic frontal 
zone to be the equivalent of an older, more silicic granite.
C, P. Ross (1947, p. 375) considered the frontal 
gneissic zone of the Bitterroot Range as a result of the 
compressive stresses during the intrusion of the Idaho 
batholith,
J, T. Pardee (1950# pp. 3^9-390) cites physiographic 
evidence in support of Lindgren^s fault concept, but thinks 
Ross’s interpretation of the origin of the gneiss is more 
reasonable,
In 1950, C. P, Ross published a bulletin containing 
the results of an extensive reconnaissance of the Hamilton 
Quadrangle (fig, 1). He prepared a reconnaissance geologic 
map (1950, pi, IV), left the question of the fault along 
the range front open (1950, p, 171) and postulated that the 
gneiss of the frontal zone was formed from the metasedimentar
-5-
rocks of part of the Belt series by the forces and emanations 
of the Idaho Batholith.
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GEOGRAPHIC SETTING
The Bitterroot Range and the Bitterroot Valley extend 
southward from a few miles south of Missoula| Montana* 
Missoula is situated near the junction of the Clark*s Fork 
and Bitterroot Rivers, is served by the Northern Pacific and 
Milwaukee Railroads, by U* 3* Highways 10 and 931 and is the 
site of Montana State University# Hamilton, the county seat 
of Ravalli County, Montana is fifty miles south of Missoula 
on U. S. Highway 93# Ravalli County encompasses all of the 
Bitterroot Valley and the Bitterroot Range. The area is 
drained by the Bitterroot River which empties into the 
Clark’s Fork, a tributary of the Columbia# The rugged Bit­
terroot Range is covered with pine, spruce, larch and lodge- 
pole forests except on its higher elevations* The Bitter­
root Valley floor contains extensive irrigated agricultural 
tracts* The foothills of the Sapphire Range to the east are 
comparatively arid and bare, but soon merge into evergreen 
forests on the higher slopes of the mountains* The climate 
of the Bitterroot Valley is remarkably mild because of the 
cool air currents from the mountains during the summer and 
the diverting of blizzards by the same mountains in the 
winter* Farming is the chief occupation on the valley 
floor, with cattle ranching dominant on the valley borders
-6-
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and foothillsÿ and logging on the mountain slopes, ilining 
has been of minor importance in the economy of the area, 
although a recent discovery of fluorite is now being worked 
near Darby, Montana and extensive deposits of monazite are 
being investigated in the valley alluvium west of Victor, 
Montana, and at other places along the Bitterroot Range.
GENERAL GEOLOGY
The Bitterroot Range is a part of the Northern Rocky 
Mountain physiographic province and probably represents a 
portion of the eastern boundary of the Idaho batholith (Clapp 
1932, p. 28), Lindgren (1904, p# 13) placed the geographic 
boundaries of the Bitterroot Range as follows:
From Lolo Fork to the head of the West Fork of 
the Bitterroot River (also called Kez Perce Fork) 
extends the Bitterroot Range. It is extremely well 
defined topographically and geologically, is about 
60 miles long and trends exactly north and south.
In many places it attains elevations of over 9000 
feet and near the southern end culminates in 
Trapper Peak (elevation, 10175 feet).
Eastward the Bitterroot Range descends steeply 
toward the valley of the same name. Westward its 
slopes soon merge into the Clearwater Mountains,
Ross (1950, p* 138) agrees with this definition as also does
the writer. Extensive glaciation probably comprising three
or more cycles (Russel 1926, p, 218) shaped the range into
its present rugged form (fig, 2), Hundreds of glacial lakes
are hidden in the h i ^  cirques at the heads of U-shaped
canyons. In the northern portion of the range the notches
along the range front are stream cut and typically V-shaped,
although the canyons some distance behind the range front
have been glaciated. In the higher more intensely glaciated
area from Hamilton south, the range front notches are Ü-
shaped and much morainal material has been dumped onto the
—8—
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Figure 2* View of the northern part of the Bitterroot Range Front showing the topography and 
to the left, the uniform eastward slope. The photographs were taken from the Sapphire Range 
foothills just north of Stevensville, Montana, looking meet across the Bitterroot Valley. 
Locations are as follows: A - St. Mary Peak, B - Kootenai Canyon, G - V/est Point, D • Crown
Point, E - St. Joseph peak, F - Bass Ridge and G - Bass Canyon.
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valley floor. The regular 18^ to 26® east slope of the 
triangular spurs between the many canyon notches suggests a 
great fault scarp.
The Idaho batholith^ which constitutes much of the 
Bitterroot Range, is composed of quartz monzonite^ (Ross 
1950, p. 140). The range front is composed almost entirely 
of gneiss (Lindgren 1904, p. 20) (Ross 1950, p. 153 & pi.
IV). Langton (1935, fig. 3, pp. 32-33) mapped another type 
of gneiss, which lies west of the frontal zone and covers 
most of the northern portion of the range.
The floor of the Bitterroot Valley is covered with 
alluvium of probable great thickness. Consolidated and 
loosely consolidated Tertiary and Pleistocene deposits occur 
in the foothills east of the Bitterroot River. In 1941, the 
writer was informed by Dr. J. P. Rowe,̂  that fossil bones 
from a sand pit east of Victor, were probably oreodont 
remains of Miocene time. Tertiary sediments occur in the 
foothills of the Bitterroot Range front south of Hamilton 
and west of Darby. These were described oy Rowe (1906, pp. 
60-63) and Pardee (1913, p. 224) in relation to the lignite 
coal occurring in them. Rowe (1903, pp. 25*26) also described 
volcanic ash deposits in the foothills east of Victor. The
^Not found by the writer in the area investigated. 
Samples were taken for study near the North Fork of Lost 
Horse Creek about ten miles south and six miles west of Ham­
ilton.
2Rowe, Jesse Perry (1871-1949), professor of geology 
and chairman of the Geology Dept., Montana State University, 
from 1903 to 1942.
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writer has visited this area and found what appeared to be 
fragments of pumice. No Paleozoic or Mesozoic rocks are 
exposed in the area. Langton (1950, p. 35) tentatively 
identified limestones west of Missoula as being of the 
Hasmark formation of Cambrian age. An investigation of 
these exposures by K. P. McLaughlin, a U. S. Geological Sur­
vey field party and the writer in the summer of 1953 revealed 
the presence of abundant algal chert structures in the lime­
stone. In view of the presence of the algal structures, it 
was decided that the limestone exposures were more probably 
related to the Helena formation of Pre-Cambrian age.
Most of the sedimentary and metamorphic rocks of the 
area have been assigned to the Belt series of Pre Cambrian 
age. Clapp (1932, p« 35) estimated the Belt series as being 
at least 50,000 feet thick near Missoula. Clapp and Deiss 
(1931, pp. 674^695) and Clapp (1932, pp. 22-23) correlated 
the rocks of the Belt series on a basis of lithology, and 
parts of these correlations are present in the proposed 
section for the Missoula area as indicated in table I. The 
Pritchard formation of the Belt series was mapped by Clapp 
(1932, pi. I) as extending along the base and forming a 
considerable portion of the northern front of the Bitter­
root Range in the vicinity of Lolo Canyon. Langton (1935, 
fig. 3# pp. 32-33) indicated the presence of the Appekunny 
and Newland formations in places along the front of the 
Bitterroot Range as far south as Sweathouse Creek Just west
of Victor• Rocks of the Belt series are well exposed in the 
Coeur d^Alene mountains north of Lolo Creek and form much of 
the Sapphire Range east of the Bitterroot River*
SEDIMENTARY FORMATIONS IN THE MISSOOL.i-îBITTERRüCT AREA CF /."K̂ TERN MONTANA
Time Formation
Recent Alluvium
Pleistocene 
Lake beds, drift 
& gravels
Thickness
(feet)
varies
0
to
300 ?
Character
Silts, sands and gravels.
Deposits covering Lake Missoula terraces or benchlands along the Clark's 
Fork and Bitterroot valleys up to an elevation of A,300 feet.
Mostly silts and clays. Some glacial varved clays are present.
w
OHgocene to 
Pliocene 
sediments
1,500
to
3,800
Silts an : partially consolidated gravels underlying alluvium on the east 
side of the Bitterroot Valley. Volcanic ash is locally present, and lifmitic 
shales occur in the southern portion of the Bitterroot Valley.
Missoula Group
10,000
to
18,000
Red, purple green and gray argillites, quartzites, and sandstones; 
some impure carbonate beds and limestones.
Helena
2,000
to6.000
Thin bedded, siliceous, argillaceous, and sideritic limestone, and 
calcareous argillite; some magnesian limestone. Generally all buff 
weathering.
Spokane
500
to
6,000
Red and green argillites and quartzites; lower portion green-gray and 
dolcmitic and sideritic.
Newland
2,500
to
5,000
Impure argillitic, dolomitic, and sideritic limestone and calcareous 
argillite; dark on fresh fracture and buff weathering.
Grinnell 2,000to2,500
Red with some green argillite, sandstone, and sandy quartzite.
Appekunny
3,500
to
10,000
Green-gray to light or dark gray argillitic and sandy quartzite and 
quartzitic argillite; some massive, nearly white, quartzites.
Pritchard 8,000 ̂ Red-weathering, micaceous, ouartzitic argillites,
After Clapp (1932, p. 22) and Langton (1935, P* 35)
TABLE I
THE GEOLOGY OF THE AREA INVESTIGATED 
Previous Concepts
Lindgren and Langton are the only geologists who have 
recorded findings from within the limited boundaries of the 
Kootenai Creek area. However, the entire front of the Bit­
terroot Range must be considered if the facts gathered in 
one small portion are to be applied to the problem of the 
origin of the whole range front.
Lindgren concluded (1904, pp. 20-21) that the long, 
straight, uniformly sloping front of the range is a sheet of 
depressed and deformed granitic rock whose shape (1904» p.
49) is determined by a large, low-angle normal fault with a 
double dislocation. The Bitterroot Valley represents the 
downthrown block and the Bitterroot Range the upthrown 
block. Lindgren (1904, p. 48) estimated a movement along 
the dip of the fault plane of two or three miles. He also 
believed (1904, p. 50) that the gneiss itself was formed by 
the actual forces involved in the faulting, and predicted 
that the Bitterroot Range would be an important locality for 
the study of the development of schistosity and distributed 
faults. He believed (1904, p. 5 D  that the faulting occurred 
in Cretaceous or early Tertiary time. On St. Mary Peak,
-14-
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Lindgren (1904, p. 37) found a reddish-weathering contorted 
gneiss, which was rich in biotite and contained embedded 
streaks and patches of contorted, fine-grained mica schist. 
From the evidence of detritus in the surrounding canyons, he 
considered the contorted gneiss to have a considerable extent 
and believed that it could have originated from extreme meta­
morphism of the Lolo (Belt) series, or more probably, that it 
was an older Archean gneiss underlying the Belt series.
Langton (1935, p. 52) agreed with Lindgren»s concept 
of a normal fault, but (1935, p. 41) found the gneiss of the 
frontal zone to be more silicic than the quartz monzonite of 
the Idaho batholith, and considered it to be the equival-^nç^
of an older granite. Langton (1935, pp. 39-41) called the 
gneiss of the frontal zone "the older gneiss." Langton 
(1935, pp. 3^-39) distinguished a second gneiss just west of 
the frontal zone, which he called the "younger gneiss"^ and 
described as crinkled, schlieren gneiss with abundant biotite 
and muscovite, which was exposed over most of the northern 
portion of the Bitterroot Range. Langton believed the 
"younger" gneiss to be of the same age as the Idaho batho­
lith and thought that it may (?) have been derived in part 
from the Pritchard formation» On the basis of sandstone 
occurring on some of the ridges and in what he believed were 
xenoliths, Langton (1935, pp. 41-42) rejected Lindgren» s 
suggested Archean age for the contorted gneiss of St. Mary
^Undoubtedly the same as the contorted, red-weathering
gneiss.
-16-
Peak and vicinity* Langton ( 1935, p. 52) described a roof 
pendant in the spur {see fig* 4) north of the mouth of Ilill 
(Kootenai) Creek:
It is composed of three liinestone beds which 
are repeatedly faulted against bluish quartzitic 
argillites* These beds undoubtedly represent the 
Grinnell or Appekunny and Newland formations.
The strike of the bedding and of the faults nearly 
parallels the Bitterroot Valley* Both the lime­
stone and the quartzitic argillites also show 
slickensides with a dip similar to that of the 
gneiss* The pendant extends across the contact 
of both the older and younger gneiss, indicating 
that the former as well as the latter, is post 
Beltian in age*
Langton (1935, fig* 3, PP* 32-33) mapped a quartz monzonite
intrusion in Bass Canyon which he (1935, p* 45) believed was
younger than the contorted (younger) gneiss,
Ross (1947, p. 375) considered the frontal gneissic 
zone of the Bitterroot Range to be caused by the effect of 
compressive stresses during the intrusion of the Idaho 
batholith*
Pardee (1950, p. 389) also agreed with Lindgren 
as to the presence of a fault along the front of the 
Bitterroot Range and cited such physiographic evidence 
as the height of the range above the dissected Clearwater 
Plateau to the west, low foothills near Carlton and Big 
Creeks detached from the range front by structural trenches, 
the westward migration of the drainage divide in the 
Bitterroot Range, the change in stream gradient near the 
mouths of the canyons, the depth of the valley floor
-17-
alluvium^ and the occurrence of faults and fault breccia near 
the Curlew mine south of Big Creek* However, Pardee consider­
ed Bosses interpretation of the formation of the gneissic 
tone as the more likely*
In Ross’s more recent paper (1950, p. 171) he rejected 
the idea that a fault of large displacement was a major factor 
in the origin of the frontal tone gneiss and left open the 
question of the presence of a buried fault under the alluvium 
of the Bitterroot Valley* He considered the slope of the 
range front to be a dip slope formed by the comparatively 
steep outward sloping sides of the Idaho batholith* Ross 
(1950, p. 170) stated that the gneiss originated by the action 
of emanations and forces related to the mode of emplacement 
of the Idaho batholith* The original rock was sedimentary 
and probably belonged to the Ravalli group of the Belt 
series* He (1950, p* 154) described the definite stratified 
appearance of the range slopes and (1950, p# 163) stated 
that the gneiss retains so many characteristics of sedimentary 
rock, in both composition and appearance, that there is little 
question of its predominant sedimentary origin*
Procedure
Following a general preliminary reconnaissance in the
well (or wells) near Corvallis, Montana was cited 
by Langton (1935, ?• 31) and Pardee (1950, p. 3^9) as having 
been drilled to a depth of 1100 and o40 feet respectivély in 
loose alluvium* A check of either of these figures has not 
been possible*
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ïlgure 3* The northwest termination of the Bitterroot Range* The 
view is to the oouthweet iYom the Miller Creek hills in the fore«* 
ground* Lolo peak is on the right and the range front slopes down 
to the Bitterroot Valley towards the left*
Figure 4# The mouth of Kootenai 
Canyon and its prominent north 
wall as seen from the south­
east*
Figure 5« An outcrop of differ­
entially weathering, east dipp­
ing, frontal zone gneiss on the 
south wall of Kootenai Canyon*
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summer of 1952, it was decided to choose a limited area and 
to study and sample the rocks of one canyon. Kootenai Canyon 
was chosen because of Langton^s description of the pendant 
there, the exceptional stratified appearance of the gneiss 
near the mouth, and because a forest fire had cleared the 
underbrush from a portion of the north slope of the canyon* 
Samples were taken at as nearly regular intervals 
through the frontal zone as possible* The locations of 
sampling points on plate II were surveyed by plane table and 
alidade*^ Some 75 thin sections were prepared and studied 
with pétrographie and binocular microscopes* Photographs of 
these slides were taken through the pétrographie microscope 
and, after some experimentation, with the ordinary camera 
lens* Undistorted magnification of 2-9 times and crossed 
nicols effects were obtained by the use of a Leitz polariz­
ing filter on the camera lens, and a disc of polaroid which 
was mounted on a rotatable cardboard mask and placed over 
the opal filter of a microscope light.
^Sample identification numbers throughout the frontal 
zone are prefixed and are numbered consecutively from 1 
to 21 westward* Lower case letters after the numeral signify 
sampling areas in that imiediate vicinity or northward up the 
canyon wall* The prefix is used west of the frontal zone 
as far as the Kootenai Lakes where ”K” is used* is the
designation of locations in Bass Canyon, "CP" indicates Crown 
Point and "IB* is near Big Creek Lake. "M* prefixed numer­
als of plate II vdiich are not in consecutive order merely 
indicate that samples were taken during the survey and 
received the number of the nearest turning point or station.
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Plate I was prepared to show the area^ the geology 
and some of the collection point locations. Plate II shows 
the geology and the location of collection points as deter­
mined from aerial photographs and plane table surveying. 
Lithologie boundaries on both maps were plotted by observa­
tion and were not surveyed. The petrography of the samples 
is described in the appendix to this paper.
Physiography
At its point of emergence from the range front, 
Kootenai Creek has eroded a narrow channel with vertical 
walls fifty feet high in what resembles a metamorphosed, 
thin-bedded sedimentary rock. The stream gradient is steep 
near the canyon mouth but becomes gradually more gentle 
westward. The slope of the range front near the base dips 
33^ east and is somewhat steeper than the eastward dip of 
the foliation planes of the rock. Higher up the range 
front flattens and has a slope of about 2)^ east.
Near the mouth and for approximately three miles west 
the canyon has a typical stream-eroded profile. The steeply 
sloping sides are cut by numerous gulleys partly filled 
with blocky talus from vertical cliffs which farm the top 
of the interStream ridges. Occasional steep west-facing 
cliffs, suggesting fault scarps extend down from the stream 
divides* A blocky, step-like appearance of some of the 
hi^er outcrops is caused by q steep west-dipping, north-
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trending joint system and a vertical east-west-trending 
joint system. Much of the detail of the lower slopes is 
obscured by talus and forest growth.
Glacial features are more numerous westward; glacial 
debris is present on the north slope near location M-55, the 
Canyon floor becomes wider and flatter, the canyon walls 
steeper, the ridges jagged. Near the west end of the canyon 
the stream gradient increases abruptly as the streams drop 
from the cirques which contain the Kootenai lakes.
Petrography and Petrology
The Gneissic Frontal Zone
The gneissic frontal zone consists of cataclastic, 
partially granitized metasediments with related intrusions 
which are exposed in the canyon walls. The zone is exposed 
along the walls of Kootenai Camyon from the mouth westward 
for about 6,250 feet. Its thickness projected normal to 
the average 30^ east dip of the foliation planes^ is about 
2,700 feet. The strike of the foliation in the zone varies 
from N, 11^ W. at the canyon mouth up to as much as N. 45^
E. near location F-21f,
Langton (1935# fig. 3# pp. 32-33) mapped the gneissic 
rock at the mouth of Kootenai Canyon as the ”older” gneiss 
and believed that the spur north of the canyon contained a 
pendant of faulted limestone and quartzitic argillite, Â
^Considered as ^stratification planes” by Ross (1950, 
p. 158).
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study of the spur verified the presence of highly metamor­
phosed quartsites, but the presence of rock of an argillitic 
nature is subject to interpretation and limestone is appar­
ently absent, although amphibolites and the mineral diop- 
side, ̂  which may have been derived from dolomitic rocks, 
occur in the canyon wall adjacent to the spur, Slickensides 
along the foliation planes and on talus blocks are indicative 
of faulting. Aa previously stated, the westward-facing 
cliffs have the appearance of fault scarps, but positive 
evidence that they are fault scarps is hidden by the thick 
talus at the base of the cliffs. The writer believes that 
the spur north of Kootenai Creek is a locally more faulted 
portion of the frontal gneissic zone because of the similar­
ity of rock type and attitude to most of the rest of the 
range front•
The gneiss at the mouth of Kootenai Canyon resembles 
a thin-bedded sediment dipping east and striking N. 11^
E. It is fine-grained and greenish in color with abundant 
white or pink feldspar porphyroclasts^ up to 2 or 3 milli­
meters long. The matrix consists of crushed feldspar and 
more than $0 per cent of recrystallized quartz* Some of the 
porphyroclasts have microfractures healed with quartz. Kany
lAccording to Kraus, Hunt and Ramsdell (1951, P* 372), 
diopside occurs in mafic igneous rocks, crystalline schists, 
and as a contact mineral in limestone and dolomite.
2"Large feldspars that survived the granulation that 
was responsible for the fabric of the surrounding matrix.” 
Williams, Turner & Gilbert (1954, p. 203).
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thin but extensive epidote filled fissures are present in the 
rock and appear to be parallel to the major joint system of 
the locality. The presence of chlorite and epidote is 
indicative of hydrothermal alteration (V^ahlstrom 1947, p. 224) 
and pegmatite injections along and across the foliation is 
further evidence for post«>deformation hydrothermal alteration. 
In places the rock is folded and crenulated, and chlorite** 
coated slickensides occur along the foliation. Some of the 
quartz in the matrix has a higher than normal birefringence 
and a slightly biaxial interference figure, indicative of 
strain following recrystallization* Detrital zircon 
(pi. Ill C) of about .07 mm. mean diameter is present in the 
matrix along with hematite drawn out into microschlieren.
A gray, much coarser, massive-weathering gneiss with 
an attitude identical to that at location F-1 is present at 
about 100 feet west of location F-1. The field relations 
suggest a sill intruding a fine-grained gneissic or schis­
tose country rock. This coarser gneiss has the composition 
of a granodiorite and has some mortar structure^ and frac­
tured and bent feldspars# The contact with the country rock 
is abrupt, but there is an occasional development of feldspar 
porphyroblasts in the schist near the contact indicating a 
sli#it granitizing tendency.
lUahlstrom (1950, p. 201) has defined the term 
"structure” as one which "describes those features, either 
megascopic or microscopic, which are the end result of 
applied forces. . . . "  This interpretation will be used 
in this paper.
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A dark greenish-gray gneiss with bands of schist 
(pi* IV B) is encountered at location F-3. The attitude is 
identical with that at location F-1. The structure of the 
schist is mylonitic and the gneiss is a cataclasite.^ Quartz 
makes up 50 per cent of the schist « while feldspar is pre­
dominant in the gneiss, which has the composition of a quartz 
monzonite. Both rocks contain detrital (?) zircon*
Much of the rock of the frontal zone is similar to 
the schist and medium-grained gneiss at location F-3* There 
are, however, significant variations in both composition and 
structure* The gneisses, in general, have the composition 
of a quartz monzonite, while the schists^ have a high per­
centage of quartz and contain a much higher relative amount 
of detrital zircon* At location F-5 a green quartzitic 
myIonite occurs along an irregular fault plane and contains 
abundant sphene, detrital zircon, and some hornblende* It 
is probable that it originated from a thin sand layer or 
lens in an otherwise argillaceous sediment* Hornblende 
forms 15 per cent of the rock at F-7 and is usually present 
west of this location* At F-15 an outcrop of greenish, 
massive rock is intruded by pegmatites and grades outward 
from a high percentage of diopside into green hornblende 
gneisses* At F-17 the rocks have the usual eastward dip,
^"Rocks that, while clearly bearing the imprint of 
predominantly clastic deformation, have not reached the ex­
treme stage of granulation typical of mylonites*” Williams, 
Turner k Gilbert (1954# p* 204).
^Most of the schist, as discussed, is actually on the 
borderline between a schist and very fine**grained gneiss*
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the structure of a medium coarse-grained augen gneiss, the 
composition of a granite and contain considérable myrmekite 
(pi. VIII C). The rock at locations F-19 and F-20 is a 
schist with accessory muscovite and abundant detrital zircon 
(pi. VIII A). At F-20w a dark gray gneiss is spotted with 
white augen-like masses (pi. IX B) composed of potassic 
feldspar and quartz (pi. IX A) indicating t^at they are in­
jections of pegmatitle material rather than augen. Location 
F-21 marks the boundary of the frontal zone and at this point 
a schist similar to that at location F-20 grades abruptly 
into the hornblende gneisses, amphibolites and diopside rocks 
indicative of contact metamorphism. A light colored rock at 
location F-21f is a quartzite vdiich recrystallized under 
directed stresses (pi. IX C).
Pegmatites have been intruded along and across the 
foliation of the gneiss of the frontal zone (figs* 6 & 7).
In places the pegmatites form lenses of several feet long, 
which, with other pegmatite masses are commonly associated 
with faulting. Some of the pegmatites are gneissic and some 
are not, which may be an indication that more than one per­
iod of pegmatite intrusion took place. However, pegmatites 
might not become gneissic when undergoing deformation be­
cause of their extremely coarse grained texture (Chapman, 
1953)* Another indication that more than one period of 
deformation affected the frontal zone is the fact that re- 
crystallized quartz has cemented crushed zones which are
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Figure 6« Schiste and medium-grained gneisses near location F-3, 
A pe^atite vein (see arrows) has been offset about 3 feet by a 
normal fault movement along the foliation which dips about 28® 
east or to the right*
Figure 7* A small pegmatite mass about 4 feet long in medium- 
grained gneiss at location F-?w, The schist at the top of the 
photograph is of probable sedimentary origin*
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transected by fissures filled with epidote#
Rounded or detrital zircon is common in the schists 
of the frontal zone and is present to a lesser extent in 
the medium-grained gneisses# Some of the zircon occurs in 
little nested groups (pis. VIII A & X C) and some may 
actually have a frosted appearance under high magnification# 
Barker (1932, p. 71; fig. 22B, p. 69; fig. 23b, p. 70), con­
sidered that of the detrital minerals, only zircon remained 
untouched in the highest grades of metamorphism. Kilner 
(1940, pi. 31, fac. p. 353) illustrates the detrital rounding 
of many zircon crystals. Kany of the zircons studied in 
thin sections from the frontal zone exhibit a greater degree 
of rounding than those illustrated by Milner. Although the 
zircons have a mean diameter of only .07 mm, they are within 
the limits of rounding by abrasion as shown by Pettijohn 
(1943, fig. 6, p. 74). Twenhofel (1945, p. 61), found the 
lower effective limit of rounding by abrasion in water to be 
about #05 mm. Some of the detrital zircon in the gneiss of 
the frontal zone is at least this small and some is even 
smaller.
The abundance of detrital zircon in the schists is 
indicative of a sedimentary origin, while its presence in 
the gneisses is probably due to slight assimilation of the 
original sedimentary country rock by monzonite or quartz 
monzonite intrusions. The continuity of the attitude of the 
schists and gneisses is probably due to the concordant nature
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of the intrusions, and to uniformly directed forces, which 
caused shearing and readjustment along and parallel to the 
relatively unresistant bedding planes of the original sedi­
mentary rock.
The green diopside-bearing rock at location F-15 
crops out in a south-facing cliff and appears to be a large 
lens about 100 or more feet long and about 15 feet thick.
The presence of diopside and the abundant hornblende in the 
surrounding gneiss may indicate the rock was derived from a 
lens of dolomitic rock in an otherwise rather lime and 
magnesia poor sedimentary series.
The rock at location F-21 resembles that of location 
F-15 in that they both contain diopside and are associated 
with hornblende gneisses and amphibolites. The western bor­
der of the gneissic frontal zone is at location F-21 and is 
marked by a north-trending, hogback-like ridge, which slopes 
about 30^ to the east and is broken abruptly to the west­
ward, where it descends almost vertically to a talus filled 
ravine. This west-facing cliff is suggestive of a fault 
scarp and the rock type is different west of the ravine.
The Zone of Contact Metamorphism
A zone of local intrusion and contact metamorphism 
begins at the scarp marking the west boundary of the frontal 
zone and extends about 2,000 feet farther west. Low on the 
north slope of Kootenai Canyon and just west of the ravine 
at location M-1, is an exposure of a porphyritic and
"S9”
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Figure Ô* Bedded appearance of 
echist and gneiss at location 
F-5.
Figure 9. North-south trending 
joint planes in the 30® east 
dipping gneiss at location 
F-15a.
r i
Figure 10. Augen-like masses in fine-grained gneiss at location 
F-20w* The hammer is hanging from a fault surface and the 
mottled appearance of the rock to the right and above is caused 
by lichens.
slightly gneissic granite. To the east the granite disap­
pears without significant change under the talus in the 
ravine and to the west it grades into a gneiss and is covered 
by contorted and intruded beds of green hornblende gneisses, 
amphibolites and otJier contact rocks resembling those at 
location F-15* Diopside, hornblende, quarts, plagioclase, 
sphene and detrital zircon were found in the contact rock.
At location M-3w, a medium-grained, massive, granitic rock 
is intrusive into gray and reddish gneisses and contact 
rocks. A large exposure of a medium-grained, reddish-weath­
ering and slightly gneissic quartz monzonite is at location 
M-4> west and across a branching ravine from location H-3w.
The relation of the intrusive bodies in this zone is 
difficult to determine, but it may be that they are all 
representative of one underlying mass and that differences 
in appearance and composition are merely due to assimilation 
of the intruded rock. On the other hand it is possible that 
the quartz monzonite at M-4 is actually allied to the rock 
of the Idaho batholitli and is older (?) than the smaller 
granitic Intrusions to the east. The granitic intrusions 
may also be related to the Bass Canyon stock, which will be 
discussed in another part of this paper, although there is 
no similarity in the metamorphism or the alteration halos 
of the two areas.
The Zone of Contorted Gneiss
A broad expanse of gray and red-weathering contorted
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gneiss begins along an indefinite boundary Just west of loca­
tion M-4» extends westward to the end of Kootenai canyon and 
is exposed over most of the entire northern portion of the 
Bitterroot Range. Most of the gneiss is red-weathering with 
extremely contorted, well-developed banding and foliation.
A gray-weathering gneiss is also present in nany places and 
is apparently conformable in attitude with the red-weathering 
gneiss. Hematite and an unusual dark red mica, which appears 
to produce limonite in weathering, are the cause of the red 
color. Winchell (1951, p. 376) defines "lepidomelane" as 
any type of biotite rich in iron. Although no chemical 
analyses were made, the red mica is optically identical to 
normal biotite, and the presence of limonite and hematite 
in the weathered rock indicate an abundance of ferric iron. 
The mineral will be called "red biotite" wherever referred 
to in this paper. In general, the red-weathering gneiss 
contains more quarts than the gray variety, which has normal 
brown biotite and much plagioclase. The gray gneiss is 
probably an original, concordant igneous intrusion of the 
type which Grout (1941, p. 1530), considered as a lit-par- 
lit injection in the early stages of migmatization. Detrital 
sircon occurs in the red-weathering gneiss and sometimes 
forms pleochroic haloes in the red biotite. Sillimanite is 
fairly common and it is difficult to conceive of an adequate 
source of free alumina for the formation of the mineral
unless much of the contorted gneiss is of sedimentary origin.
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Winchell (1950| p, 571), considers that sillimanite probably 
formed in igneous rocks only as a result of absorption of 
«shales, etc*«, although he states (1951, p# 376) that 
biotite, under the influence of high temperature, may change 
to hematite, with occasional sillimanite and recrystallized 
biotite.
Langton (1935, pp. 41-43) describes angular xenoliths 
west of the frontal zone. Black amphibolitic, garnetiferous, 
xenolith-like masses are associated with the contorted 
gneiss. The masses may vary in size from a few inches to 
several feet in maximum dimension and may have a discordant 
relation with the contorted gneiss, occurring as discontin­
uous dike-like or sill-like bands in the contorted gneiss.
If the masses are xenoliths, then it suggests that 
the contorted gneiss is of igneous origin. However, the 
presence of detrital zircon and sillimanite indicates a 
sedimentary origin. Quartz is also more abundant in the 
red-weathering gneiss than would be expected if it had 
originated from the quartz monzonite of the Idaho batholith. 
The angular and discordant nature of some of the xenolith- 
like masses may be explained by considering them scattered 
fragments of a layer, bed or sill in a sedimentary series 
which is resistant to assimilation or deformation. Such a 
resistant rock would have to be a dolomitic sediment or a 
basic sill to supply the elements necessary for the amphibo- 
lite minerals. Perhaps such rocks could be subjected to 
magmatic emanations and deforming forces so that the less
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resistant strata would become plastic and flow* while other 
strata might become even more resistant and shatter and be 
scattered in the plastic mass of the less resistant rock.
As previously discussed* Langton considered the con­
torted gneiss to be younger than the gneiss of the frontal 
zone* but the writer believes that it is much older. The 
extreme deformation of the contorted gneiss is indicative of 
an older age for this rock than of other* less deformed, 
rocks in the adjacent area. The contorted gneiss is similar 
in appearance to the Pritchard formation as illustrated by 
Ross (1950, fig. 45, p* 146) * who believed that the contor­
tion of the Pritchard formation would survive and be recog­
nizable if it were included in the metasediments of the 
gneissic frontal zone (Ross 1950, p. 164)# The absence of 
the Pritchard formation is indicated by the lack of con­
tortion in the frontal zone, and Its presence in the contorted 
gneiss is suggested by the deformed nature of the rock. The 
presence of minerals of sedimentary origin in association 
with the red-weathering contorted gneiss has been discussed. 
The high iron content of the gneiss may be related to the 
relative abundance of specular hematite in quartzitic 
argillite mapped as the Pritchard formation by Clapp (1932, 
pi. I) on the north slopes of the Bitterroot Range. In 
view of the foregoing, the writer essentially agrees with 
Lindgren that the contorted gneiss is the contorted and par­
tially migmatized equivalent of the Pritchard formation or 
older sedimentary rocKs.
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The contorted gneiss is intruded locally by dikes and 
sills of quartz monzonite, uplite and other acidic igneous 
rocks* Faulted, green contact metamorphic rocks occur just 
west of North Kootenai Lake at location K^2, Near location 
K-1 a porphyritic, somewhat gneissic, quartz monzonite dike 
is intruded into the contorted gneiss* A sample of the 
gneiss taken near location K-1, contained several detrital 
grains of zircon (pi* XII A).
The massive rock of the Idaho batholith was not ex«> 
posed at the west end of Kootenai Canyon, but samples were 
obtained near Big Creek Lake at location IB* The rock (pi. 
XII C) is a massive, calcalkaline granite* The contact zone 
between the granite and the contorted gneiss in Big Creek 
Canyon is buried beneath the alluvium of the North Fork of 
Big Creek (also called Beaver Creek)*
The Baas Canyon Intruslve
The rock at the mouth of Bass Canyon, about three 
miles north of the mouth of Kootenai Canyon, has the same 
sedimentary appearance a& that at the mouth of Kootenai 
Canyon, but is more schistose. Pegmatites are less con« 
spicuous and mica is more abundant along the foliation planes, 
which strike N* 10® E* and dip 25® E. The rock at location 
B~1 megascopically resembles that at location F-20 in 
Kootenai Canyon, though, in thin section, it is finer-grained 
and more mylonitic. Quartz is the main constituent, with 
feldspar porphyroclasts (pi. XII A & B), detrital zircon.
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and muscovite flakes present* The same joint pattern is 
present as is in the Kootenai Creek area, but parting along 
the foliation planes is better developed and the rock talus 
is generally slabby* Toward the west a medium-grained, 
slightly gneissic quarts monzonite similar to that at loca­
tion M-4 is exposed and this in turn gives way to the con­
torted gneiss farther westward. An interesting contact 
metamorphic rock was found at location 6-2 in a large talus 
block partially exposed by road blasting. The rock is pink, 
green and white banded, extremely hard skarn (?) composed 
of quartz, plagioclase, diopside and sphene. The same rock 
type has been found in exposures as far south as Sweathouse 
Creek, west of Victor, and as far north as near the crest 
of Lolo Peak, It probably originated from an extremely 
resistant, dolomitic quartzite. The contorted gneiss 
sampled at location 6-3 seems identical to most of that in 
Kootenai Canyon, It becomes lighter and coarser to the 
westward assuming a more igneous appearance and losing much 
of its contorted nature. The biotite becomes bleached and 
shows a general planar orientation. Numerous shear zones 
are filled with bleached biotite and which is replaced by 
chlorite farther westward. Still farther westward the rock 
becomes almost white in color and is composed of mainly 
oligoclase feldspar, with some quartz and a little chlorite. 
The rock has a medium granitoid texture and is an alaskite 
(?) (Wahlstrom 1947# p. 272), grading into a gray, medium-
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grainedi granitoid quartz monzonite. As the total exposure 
of the quartz monzonite and the surrounding aura of alaskite 
is more than a square mile, it is designated a stock. The 
quartz monzonite and alaskite are overlain at the top of the 
north canyon wall by the contorted gneiss, but on the south 
wall, a dike of quartz monzonite is present at location CP 
on the crest of Crown Point. The alaskite must extend through 
to the north wall of Kootenai Canyon because decomposed frag­
ments of it are in the stream bottom at location M-76.
The rock at B-7, near the top of St. Joseph Peak, is 
a hard, resistant, garnetiferous, black amphibolite. It is 
intricately interlayered with the contorted gneiss, as is 
probably Identical in origin with the black, xenolith-like 
masses in the contorted gneiss of Kootenai canyon.
Structure
The structural relations of the general area of 
Missoula and the Bitterroot Valley and Range are complex 
and, as yet, little work has been done on their interpreta­
tion# The great (?) depth of the valley alluvium suggests 
a structural origin and obscures much of the geology. The 
Belt series rocks exposed in the area have undergone much 
folding and faulting. Clapp (1932, pi. I) mapped faults in 
the Mssoula area and along the northern terminus of the 
Bitterroot Range. Many large fault sheets have been thrust 
eastward in adjacent western Montana. Clapp postulated that 
the valleys surrounding the Idaho oatholith are rift valleys,
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and that the valleys and the thrust faulting was caused by 
outward radiating pressures from the batholith (Deiss 1936, 
p. 177). Langton (1935*; 3, pp. 32-33; see also pp. 4&-
55) mapped and discussed a number of various types of faults 
in the Missoula area and in the northern portion of the 
Bitterroot Valley and Range, including a hypothetical fault 
along the range front.
The Kootenai and Bass Canyon areas have the same 
joint system, composed of two joint sets, one of Wiich has 
a steep westward dip and a north-south trend while the second 
is vertical and has an east^west trend. The system seems to 
be continuous along most of the range front, and has been 
observed by the writer as far south as Lost Horse Creek.
The attitude of the east-dipping, northerly-trending folia­
tion planes is also continuous along the range front. It is 
beyond the scope of this paper to attempt to analyze the 
forces by which the continuity of jointing and attitude was 
developed.
The narrow trench cut by Kootenai Creek at its canyon 
mouth may indicate uplift along the range front, although 
there is no indication of such rapid, recent downcutting at 
the canyon mouth of either Bass or Big Creeks. Ross (1950, 
p. 167) states that steep stream gradients where they leave 
the mountains may result from glaciation, but more often is 
an indication of regional rejuvenation.
The presence of offset pegmatite veins and abundant 
slickensides along the foliation planes in the frontal zone
of the Kootenai-Bass Creek area is evidence of faulting* The 
foliation plane faults have been transected by a later system 
of north-south trending, nearly vertical faults, which are 
probably responsible for the rugged and scarplike appearance 
of the north-south trending cliffs along the north wall near 
the mouth of Kootenai Canyon. The evidence for the type of 
displacement of the north-south trending faults is mostly 
obscured by the depth of accumulated talus. However, an 
interpretation of the relative structure is shown in figure 
11. The scarp-like appearance of the westward-facing cliffs 
at locations F-15 and 21, combined with contact metamorphic 
features and lithological changes just west of the cliffs 
is considered as proof of faulting, although such positive 
features as slickensides and the fault sone itself have long 
been lost by erosion or burial by rubble from the cliffs. 
Faulting or shattering of pendants along the contact of the 
contorted gneiss and the Idaho batholith, as is present near 
location K-2, is probably quite common.
The Bass Canyon stock may have been emplaced by both 
forceful intrusion and assimilation of the contorted gneiss. 
The numerous shear zones filled with bleached biotite or 
chlorite, the extreme cataclastic nature of the rocks in the 
frontal zone at the mouth of Bass Canyon and the elevation 
(9200 feet) of Bass Ridge directly above the stock, are 
indications of forceful intrusion. The gradual gradation 
outward through alaskite to the contorted gneiss may indicate 
the extensive assimilation of the gneiss or, more probably,
Crown Pt.
9.
0 ■ ., 1
Contorted ^neiss
Quartz Monzonite 
of the Idaho + V 44. -h
Contact rock
Quartz tlonzonite 
& Granite
Metacedimentî
Fatholitfi
Figure 11, Hypothetical east-v.est cross section through the Kootenai-Bass Creek 
rid'̂ e.
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its alteration and the driving out of femic materials by the 
emanations from the intruding magma•
Several structural features not in the Kootenai-Bass 
Creek area, were studied by the writer. Pardee^s observa­
tions (1950, p. 3Ô9 ) concerning the probable faulted nature 
of the low foothills south of Big Creek were checked and 
verified* The foothills consist of quartzite and gneiss 
separated from the range front gneiss by a narrow trench. 
Lindgren (1904$ p. 49)$ Pardee (1950$ p. 390) and Ross 
(1950, p. 168), have discussed the faulting at the Curlew 
mine, which is located in the foothills just described. 
I*k>vement has occurred along a normal fault plane which trends 
north and dips about 45^ east* Ross does not consider this 
fault of sufficient magnitude to effect the origin of the 
range front.
A trench-like feature is present in a foothill just 
north of the mouth of Sweathouse Creek, west of Victor* The 
rock in the foothill is largely quartzite and metamorphosed 
and intruded argillite. The rock of the range front at this 
location has been mapped by Langton (1935, fig. 3$ pp. 32- 
330, as belonging to the Newland formation, and parts of it, 
just west of the trench, contain consolidated breccias.
Another trench-like feature occurs in the foothills 
north of Bear Creek, and there is evidence of hydrothermal 
alteration along road cuts in the area. A silver mine at 
one time operated here, but the rich ore vein was lost in a
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complex fault zone^ at relatively shallow depth.
It would seem from the foregoing that the faulting 
in the Curlew mine area, is not local, but may extend several 
miles southward. Also, considering the reports of recent 
movement in the Curlew mine area (Lindgren, 1904, p. 07), it 
is possible that local adjustments are still taking place 
along tills portion of the range front.
^Oral communications from local inhabitants.
CONCLUSIONS
The rock of the frontal zone is described on Plate II 
as cataclastic, partially granitized metasediments and 
related intrusive rocks. The rook of this zone in Kootenai 
Canyon is nearly all gneissic and has a uniform east-dipping, 
north-trending foliation attitude. Schists, or extremely 
fine-grained gneisses, alternate in occurrence with medium- 
grainted gneisses. Local crystalline masses or lenses (?) 
of diopside-bearing rock are present in the vicinity of 
west-facing fault scarps. Vest of the faulted western 
boundary of the frontal zone is an area of local quartz 
monzonite and granite intrusions surrounded by contact meta­
morphic rock. The contorted gneiss is west of the contact 
metamorphosed and intruded area and is the predominant rock 
type exposed in the northern portion of the Range. It is 
composed of two types of gneiss, one of which is red-weather­
ing and the other is gray-weathering. The contorted gneiss 
contains numerous garnetiferous, amphibolitic, xenolith-like 
masses. Aplite and pegmatite veins and lenses are abundant 
in the gneiss of the frontal zone, but occur much less 
frequently in the zone of contorted gneiss. The Bass Canyon 
rocks have been altered and deformed by the intrusion of 
the Bass Canyon stock, which has apparently caused an
-42-
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eastward displacement of the frontal sone near the mouth of 
Bass Canyon
Ross* a contention of the sedimentary origin of the 
frontal zone gneiss is supported by the relatively high per­
centage of quarts, and the presence of detrital sircon and 
local diopside. The presence of the medium-grained gneiss 
with the composition of a quarts monzonite or a hornblende 
quarts monsonite is related to the igneous intrusion of this 
portion of the range front* Similar intrusions may or may 
not be present in other parts of the front, and Ross may not 
have encountered them in his investigation of the Hamilton 
Quadrangle, The fact that rock of probable sedimentary 
origin occurs at the western boundary of the frontal zone in 
Kootenai Canyon, and that these rocks are similar in atti­
tude and appearance to those some 6,000 feet eastward, 
suggests that the entire frontal zone in this vicinity was 
originally composed of sedimentary rock,
Xiie red-weathering contorted gneiss, which Lindgren 
described on St, Kary Peak, and adjacent areas, is undoubtedly 
Identical with Langton*s younger gneiss. Lindgren*s pro­
posal of lower Beltièui or more probably Archean as the age 
of the sediments from which the gneiss was derived is con­
sidered more reasonable than Langton*s belief of a more 
recent origin based on the presence of sandstone, Langton 
stated, that this gneiss could have been in part derived 
from the Pritchard formation, but considered it to be of 
the ÀÂâw age as the Idaho Uathoiitn ana of i^gieous origin*
«•44"*
The writer believes that the Idaho batholith is responsible 
for the present form of the contorted gneiss and the gneiss 
of the frontal zone. The presence of sillimanite and detri­
tal zircon Indicates a sedimentary origin of the red- 
weathering variety of contorted gneiss, while the gray 
variety is viewed as contorted remnants of igneous lit-par- 
lit injections. The presence of xenolith-like masses in the 
contorted gneiss was probably caused by the shattering of a 
resistant rock in a layered sedimentary series, which was 
subjected to deformation and magmatic emanations during the 
process of migmatization. Sandstones occur in the Belt 
series (Calkins k Emmons, 1915, P* 5; Clapp 1932, p. 22) but 
no sandstone was found in the area investigated, which indi­
cates that Langton*8 belief in the more recent origin of 
the contorted gneiss is in error. Based on the extreme 
deformation and on minerals requiring a sedimentary origin, 
the writer believes that the contorted gneiss is probably 
the injected and highly metamorphosed equivalent of the 
Pritchard or an older formation* Thus, Langton*s "younger" 
gneiss would actually be the "older" gneiss. In view of the
preceding discussion, the writer believes that Ross* s con- .
cept of the origin of the less deformed rocks of the
gneissic frontal zone from the more recent formations of
the Ravalli group in the Belt series is reasonable.
Traces of monazite were found in the gneissic rocks 
of the area investigated, but it is doubtful that these 
rocKs are an adequate source of the monazite in such
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depoalts as are in the alluvium west of Victor and at other 
places along the range front. Bever (1953# p. 139) and 
Waldschmidt & Adams (1942, pp. 29-38) have discussed the 
occurrence of monazite in Colorado pegmatites^ and it may 
be that the abundant pegmatites throughout the Bitterroot 
Range front are the source of the mineral•
Some new evidence for more extensive faulting along 
the front of the Bitterroot Range has been discussed. How­
ever, the writer is forced to agree with Ross, that the 
evidence may have no bearing on the origin of the range 
front itself. Ross has not explained the nearly 2000 feet 
of additional height of some of the peaks of the Bitterroot 
Range over those of the adjacent ranges. This is a strong 
factor pointing to the existence of the fault proposed by 
Lindgren, and of the ordinary geologic agencies, it is most 
likely that a fault would be the cause of the increase in 
height along such a narrow segment as the Bitterroot Range. 
The writer believes that a fault of large displacement is 
present along the front of the Bitterroot Range, that it 
may be responsible for much of the cataclastic nature of 
the gneiss of the frontal zone, that it has been active for 
a long period of time, and that it may still be undergoing 
local movements.
Anderson (1952, p, 264) has found evidence to indi­
cate that the Idaho batholith is composed of two or more 
masses of granitic rock and believes that at least two 
periods of emplacement are Involved, which he believes may
have been simultaneous with the Sierra Nevadian and the 
Laramide orogenic periods. More than one type of igneous 
rock is present in the Bitterroot Range and there have been 
at least two periods of deformation. The first period in­
volved the crushing and fracturing of rocks in the frontal 
zone and ended with the filling of the fractures with peg­
matites and the recementing of crush zones with recrystal­
lized quartz. The second period seems to involve normal 
faulting along the foliation planes, the gneissification of 
some pegmatites and the formation of others, and later the 
development of north-south trending faults and the filling 
of fissures by epidote.
This paper is, at best, only a beginning toward the 
more precise interpretation of the geology of the Bitter­
root area in western Montana. Much of the evidence is 
obscure and the correlation of the Beltian rocks, thought 
to be involved, is open to question. Much remains to be 
done before the geological nature of the Bitterroot Range 
and Valley can be accurately interpreted.
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PUT3 III
À0 Thin auction of rock at location F-1» The oatacl&atlc structure 
largely cbacoroi by abundant recryatallisad quarts* Longer parting 
is parallel to the foliation and the shorter parting is parallel 
to a joiẑL. plane# Epidote-filled fissure at extreme left#
Crossed nioola^ x4*
»%
B# iWarged vie* of epldots- 
filled fissure* shoeing frag- 
mental particles within it# 
Plane light* x25«
C# Zircon of probable detrital 
origin near epidote-filled 
fissure of A and B#
Plane light* %100#
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A« Cmeral tesrtare of rock at 
location F»2* Note quarta«~ 
cemented crash aoncs and align-# 
ment of large fcldspare.
Crossed niçois^ %4#
B« Sample from location FW»# 
Note similarity to Â* 
Crossed niçoisx3«
4#
' m - V ‘
::e''
C« Location F-3* 3h&n> ccaatact B, Apatite (It. color) crystals 
of gneiss and schist, with cats#* and eircon (darker) around a bio»*
clastic struotore ty^fled by tlte flake in specimen from
abundant porphyroclasts. location F~3. Some sireon
Crossed nicols, rounded. Plane light, x45*
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A# HmabXende «id rounded 
ulroon, location P-13# 
Plane liĵ it, 60%.
B« Cataol&aüc atmetore of gnelas 
at location P-«4.3* Curved twin**» 
nlng lamellae and quartz-filled 
fisaurea in feldapar ciyatal 
(upp̂ r rl̂ it)# Crossed nloolâ  x4*
Cm Sieve texture In diopside from location F-lg, imcb quartz 
is proacnt# Crossed nicols^ x6#
P U T S  r a
A* A flAe-graioed from B# Praotured and bent feldsimr,
location F«»15 mbowlng horn*** mortar atrueture and hornblende
blmda and ssach detrital alroon# ttcm location F#̂ l$a*
Plane ll#t* %60. Croosed nicol», x30*
C# Cataclaatlc atructure of 0* Fln«*»*graincd gncisa at
eoaraer'̂ sralnod gpaica at loca*» location F«*16* Crossed nicola,
tlon F-16, Crosaed nlcolaj x4* x4*
“ 5 8 »
PLAT'» rai
A. Detrltml tdrecm in nohlst at 
Xoe&tlon F*19« Plana Il^t,
B. 5m» em^)le aa A. Augen 
and mcryatalliaad quarts* 
Croaaod nioola,
C# UyfiMftllla taxturaa in 
#% F-17.
Crossed nicols, xlOO*
D* Location F-20# Cataclastic 
structure in schist*
Crossed nicols, %6.
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PLaIS  IX
*’ V#
A« Augw and au^n<»Iike maaaea 
in dark mtrix of rock from 
location F«20ir.
Ecflactad ll^ht^ x2«
B# Ihln ««ction from rock 
iXlnstratacl In A# The larger 
li^t colored i&aaaea arc In^ 
jcotlona# Croaacd nieola^ xU,
C« r ecryatalllaad quarta, v^deh makaa 
up nearly all the rock at location 
F«»2lf« Croaaed nlcola. x4*
D« Abundant plagloclaee In 
contact rock near location 
F*21» Oroaocd cdcola, x4*
M # B# m&msmitif irmfiH#
QpweW %4#
## B#W*& #Êwm Ê# # # W  «t looation Rime jc45̂
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PUT3 %n
#
A# Detrital sircoa im 
gneiea at location K̂ l, 
MLana light,
B» Qoarta mmaonito dike rock 
from locatlm K*»!.
Croaaed nicola, xt«
gmmlt# Awm I o mU m i IB . 
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A» Cataelafltic nature of rock et location B-X* The au^en are 
feldspar41 Plane x4*
B# Same rock aa but faoro highly magnified « îiote alrooo* 
Plane light, x45*
p t m  xrv
Ap OoRtortW Arom loo&tlom B«*3« Crossed niool®^ x4*
0 *
B# Alaskite from location B«4« Composition is almost 
plagioeXaso* Crossed nlcoXa^ ad̂ #
APPENDIX
APPENDIX
Description of Rock Samples and Thin Sections 
Kootenai Canyon
Location At mouth of canyon in washout under irrigationflume•
Rock: Mylonitic quartz-feldspar paragneiss.
Description:̂  Greenish, medium fine-grained with 
pinkish porphyroclasts and well developed, closely-spaced, 
foliation planes resembling strata with N. 11© E. strike and 
23^ E, dip. Narrow fissures (generally less than 1 mm.) 
parallel (?) joint pattern of the area with some fissures 
filled with epidote. Local contortion, thin pegmatite 
veins and many chlorite coated slickensides along the 
foliation planes. ' Cataclastic texture with augen-like 
porphyroclasts 2-3 mm long in crushed quartz-cemented matrix 
(pi. IIIA). Tiny hematite schlieren parallel planes of 
foliation. Scattered detrital zircon (pi. Ill 0).
Composition; Quartz 6$^, .feldspar 25'Ĵ (potassic 13%f 
sodic 12^), chlorite 5%$ and epidote, apatite, hematite, 
zircon about
Location F-2. About 120 feet west of location F-1, beside 
trail and below flume.
Rock: Granodiorite gneiss.
bescription: Gray, medium-grained, massive weathering 
gneiss, with average plane of gneissosity having same 
attitude as rock at location F-1. Rock has appearance of 
a concordant intrusion into rock of type at location F-1. 
Generally, contact with country rock is abrupt, but there 
is occasional development of large (about 1 cm.) porphyro- 
blasts of feldspar near contact. Some mortar structure 
and recrystallized quartz crush zones present, with larger 
feldspar grains fractured and offset. For texture see
^ Locations of all sample localities are shown on 
plates I and IX.
2 Descriptions were obtained by study of samples 
in hand specimen and thin section. Many hand specimens were 
cut and polished in one or more directions.
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(pl. IV A). Quartz may show strain shadows and slightly 
biaxial interference figures*
Composition; Feldspar IQffo (oligoclase JOJb, orthoclase 
20^), quartz 2%, biotite and magnetite, apatite, chlorite, 
zircon about 2>.
Location F-3* On cliff behind flume, about 40 feet east of 
trail-flume crossing•
Rock: Mylonitic quartz-feldspar paragdeiss.
Description: Greenish dark gray, fine, medium (see
loc* F-3w) grained in alternating, irregular bands (pi. IV C). 
Attitude varies along curved planes, but generally similar 
to loc. F-1* Fine-grained gneiss (or schist) similar in 
texture to that at loc. F-1, although porphyroclasts are 
smaller and more integrated into matrix. Structure is 
cataclastic* Chlorite traces formed across and along 
foliation. Much feldspar shows wavy extinction and curving 
of the twinning lamellae.
Composition; Quartz 60^, feldspar 30^ (oligoclase 
15/̂ , orthoclase l0$, microcline 5^^, chlorite and bleached 
biotite 8^, and hematite,apatite, detrital zircon about 2^.
Location F-3w. About 200 feet west end updip from loc. F-3* 
Rock: Quartz monzonite cataclastite gneiss.
Description: Greenish gray, medium-grained gneiss,
with irregular curving foliation similar in attitude to that 
at loc. F-1. Rock is similar to that at location F-2, 
except that there is more evidence of catalastic action and 
the ratio of sodic to potassic feldspar is lower. Many 
feldspars have been fractured and recemented with quartz.
Some detrital zircons of about .00 mm. are present and, 
considering the composition of the rock, these were probably 
derived by assimilation of F-1 or F-3 rocks.
Composition; Feldspar 60?i (oligoclase 40^, orthoclase 
2034), quartz 25/®, biotite 10̂ 4 and chlorite, apatite, magnetite, 
zircon about 5^.
Location F-4. Outcrop on east side of ridge about 260 feet 
west and 50 feet higher than f-3w*
Rock; Quartz monzonite gneiss.
Description: Gray, medium-grained gneiss weathering
to a light greenish gray. Foliation planes parallel to rocks 
of preceding descriptions. Texture (pi. IV B) similar to 
rock at loc. F-2. Epidote filled fissures and some rounded 
zircon present.
Composition: Feldspar 60$ (oligoclase 30$, orthoclase
30$), quartz 30$, and biotite, epidote, chlorite, pyrite, li- 
monite, hematite, zircon, sphene about 10$.
-
Location F-5* Outcrop extends from cliff to right of trail 
and crosses trail about 400 yards west of loc. F-3.
Rock: Quartz monzonite gneiss*
Description; Alternating light and dark gray, medium- 
grained gneiss. Attitude of foliation is same as at pre­
viously described locations. Fault zone occurs in cliff to 
right of trail. Light gray variety of rock contains no 
biotite and less plagioclase than the dark gray. Textures, 
structures similar to rock at loc. F-4, except for preferred 
orientation of biotite and feldspar porphyroclasts are 
more augen-like. There are curved and fractured feldsoar and 
quartz grains and wavy extinction in both feldspar and quartz*
A few zircons show evidence of detrital rounding.
Composition: Feldspar 6 %  (oligoclase 30^, orthoclase
30;&), quartz 25?, and biotite, chlorite, epidote, apatite, 
magnetite, zircon about 15%»
Location F-5w. In fault zone near loc. F-5*
Rock: Quartzite mylonite.
fiescription: Greenish, fine-grained, very hard and 
resistant with platy foliation of amphibole. Rock crops out 
in a curved and contorted fault zone, but is still essentially 
parallel to the attitude of the preceding rocks* Extremely 
crushed, recrystallized quartz-cemented matrix with abundant 
small porphyroclasts of feldspar, and epidote-filled fissures 
transverse to the foliation. Abundant sphene with the long 
axes of the spindles oriented parallel to the foliation. 
Prismatic and detrital zircon are present.
Composition: Quartz 60^, feldspar 20% (equal parts
sodic and potassic), epidote 5^, hornblende 4^, chlorite 4>, 
and sericite, apatite, sphene, zircon about 7%»
Location F-6. Under high cliff near creek about 300 feet
west of loc. F-5*Rock: Schist of sedimentary origin and quartz monzonite
gneiss. Description; Dark gray schist and gray, medium- 
grained gneiss. Foliation irregular and curving with average 
N. 20® E. strike and 30<> E. dip. Considerable faulting 
along foliation and pegmatite injection common along and 
across foliation. Considerable quartz injected (?) locally 
along the gneiss-schist contact (pi* V A & B). Rock is 
similar to that at loc* F-3 * Probably a sill-like intrusion 
into country rock of type at loc. F-1. Zircon scarce, with 
a few detrital grains in the schist*
Composition: (1) Schist: Quartz 70»% feldspar 20%
(equal parts sodic and potassic), biotite 6%, and apatite, 
epidote, zircon about 2%. ,
(2) Gneiss: Feldspar 60%, quartz 30% and
other minerals as are present in the schist.
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Location F~7. About 150 feet N.W. of U. S. Geological Survey Groundwater Station,
Rock: Hornblende quartz monzonite gneiss#
Description : Dark gray, medium-grained gneiss, with
foliation dipping 30® E. Major joint plane hasN. 13® W. 
strike and 70® E. dip. Normal faulting along the foliation 
planes* Structure cataclastic, rock type similar to that at 
loc# F-4, except for abundance of hornblende. Epidote 
present throughout and concentrated in fissures parallel to 
joint planes# Several detrital (?) zircons present#
Composition! Feldspar 60% (oligoclase orthoclase
15/)), hornblende 20^, quartz 10%^ biotite 5/̂ , and epidote, 
chlorite, apatite, zircon about 5%*
Location F-7w# On cliff face about 100 feet west and updip 
from loc# F-7#
Rock: Quartz schist#
Description; Zone of gray schist with included 
paralleling banded white aplite# Zone is intruded by 
pegmatites, has a stratified appearance and is conformable 
with rock at location F-7*
Composition; Quartz 60%,̂  feldspar 25% (equal parts 
sodic and potassic), biotite 10;̂ , and apatite, limonite, 
pyrite about 5/̂ .
Location F-â. Second outcrop along trail west of U # S# 
Geological Survey Groundwater Station.
Rock: Biotite, quartz monzonite gneiss#
description: Dark gray, medium fine-grained gneiss,
with pegmatite injection into a fault zone transverse to the 
foliation; latter has N. 25® E # strike and 30® E# dip#
Composition: No thin section analysis, but estimated
mineral content is quartz feldspar 40% (equal parts
sodic and potassic), biotite and accessories
LocatiOw F-9# About 400 feet west of loc# F-8 and about 
90 feet up on a south facing cliff above a talus slope 
just north of stream.
Rock! Quartz monzonite gneiss.
Bescription: Light gray, well-foliated gneiss with 
N. 20® E. strike and 30o E. dip. Normal faulting with 
movement along the foliation# Crush zones recemented with 
quartz; general texture and structure similar to those at 
loc# F-4, though the average F-4 grain size is larger.
Sample also taken across a pegmatite contact with the 
gneiss (pi# V D).
Composition: Feldspar 60% (oligoclase 40%, crtiiqclase
20%), quartz 30%, hornblende 5%, biotite 4% and about 1% 
apatite and zircon, including a few rounded zircons.
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Location F-10, About 70 feet north of the trail, 30 feet up 
the hill slope and just north of a grove of several làrge 
fir trees* The Forest Service trail reaches a high point 
here and begins to drop toward Kootenai Creek*
Rock: Quart2-monzonite gneiss*
Ascription : Medium-grained gray gneiss grading into 
finer-grained darker gray gneiss. Strike of the foliation,
N. 30^ E*, dip 30® E* Faulted transverse and along foliation. 
Pegmatites are present and are gneissic in structure *
Composition; No thin section was cut for this rock, 
but composition estimated as: Feldspar 60;J (mostly sodic
plagioclase), quartz 3W# and biotite and accessories 10$.
Location F-lOw. About 100 feet west and 10 feet downslope 
from loc. F-10.
Rock: Quartz monzonite gneiss.
Description: Same as loc* F-10 megascopically.
Microscdpicaliy similar to rock at F-9, except sample is 
more weathered and contains considerable sericite.
Composition: Feldspar 50$ (even ratio sodic and
potassic)I quartz and biotite, chlorite (penninite),
sericite, epidote and ether accessories about 10$.
Location F-11. Extremely jointed outcrop, near stream and 
just north of trail.
Rock; Quartz monzonite gneiss.
Description; Light gray and gray, medium-grained 
gneiss with 40^ E. strike and 32 E. dip. The light gray 
gneiss is (?) aplite or pegmatite, and the gray variety is 
similar to that at loc. F-9*Composition: Feldspar 70$ (equal sodic and potassic).
quartz 20$, hornblende lÔ i, biotite, chlorite and sericite 9>,
and apatite and zircon about 1$.
Location F-13* About 600 feet west of loc. F-12 and 180 feet 
up on the north slope of ti e canyon. Outcrop is iiiarked by
red paint and is just west of a small ravine.
Rock: Hornblende, quartz monzonite gneiss.
Description; Gray, medium-grained gneiss, with 
differential weathering along the foliation, which gives 
rock a stratified appearance. Texture and structure generally 
similar to gneiss at loc. F-4* Some mortar structure, 
fracturing and bending of feldspar twin lamellae (pi. VI A 
& B). Some feldspar grains penetrated by minute quartz 
veiniets. Corrosion of hornblende by quartz. Biotite has 
preferred orientation and detrital (?) zircon is present.
Composition: Feldspar 60$ (oligoclase 40$, orthoclase
20/b), quartz 20$, hornblende 10$, biotite, chlorite, muscovite 
and sericite 9$, and zircon about 1$.
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Location F-14. About 300 feet west and just below the crest 
of the next ridge west of F-3. All of the sampling local­
ities on the north slope are at the lower end of the 
outcrops, which are generally covered by talus, rubble 
and soil for a distance of a few hundred feet north and above the stream bed.
Rock: Hornblende, quartz monzonite gneiss.
Description: Same rock type as F-13, except for a
complex local pattern of aplite and pegmatite intrusions, 
which suggest the intrusion or filling of a shatter zone (?).
Composition: Same as rock at F-13.
Location F-15. At the south end of prominent ridge with 
steep western side and a sloping eastern side. Location 
of rock type easily determined from trail by amount of 
green rubble in talus below exposure.
Rock! Diopside skarn (?) rock and hornblende, 
quartz monzonite gneiss.
Description! Several samples, as described here and 
in following paragraphs, taken at this location. Type, color 
and composition vary greatly over a small area. General 
type is a massive, green diopside bearing rock, intruded 
by pegmatites, and grading away on all sides into fine­
grained, hornblende gneisses, amphibolites and into gneiss 
similar to that at locations 13 and 14 to the east. The 
rock within the heart of the green-colored zone is layered 
(?), but the hand samples are massive, with much contortion 
and leasing where intruded by pegmatites. Sieve texture is 
common in the diopside rock (pi. VI 0). The fine-grained 
hornblende gneisses show much corrosion (pi. VII a T and 
preferred orientation of chlorite and hornblende. Attitude 
is similar to that at loc. F-14.
Composition! (1) Diopside skarn (?): Diopside 80%,
quartz Ï5>, sodic plagioclase 2%, and actinolite, sphene 
and zircon about 3%* .(2) Fine-grained gneiss: Feldspar 70%
(potassic 50^, sodic 20%), quartz 15%, hornblende IQffo and 
detrital zircon, sphene, monazite, sericite and apatite 
about 5%.
Location F-15a* Topographically about 20 feet above loc. 
F-15*Rock: Quartz-feldspar schist of sedimentary origin
and hornblende quartz monzonite gneiss.
Description: Dark gray, schist and dark gray, medium-
grained gneiss in broad alternating bands resembling bedding Tfig. 9). Rocks have about same attitude as those at loc. 
F-14 ana weathering accentuates their bedded appearance. 
Polished section, cut normal to strike, shows features 
resembling cross bedding. Cataclastic structure (pi. VII B),
with schist having a perfect preferred orientation of biotite 
forming the foliation* The schist is similar to the rock at loc* F-3*
Composition; (1) Schist; Feldspar 50^ (mostly 
potassic), quartz 35̂ ;# biotite 12:̂ , and detrital zircon, sphene, apatite about y%^
(2) Gneiss: Feldspar 70% (oligoclase
5C^, orthoclase and a little microcline 20%)  ̂ hornblende 
12^, quartz biotite and chlorite and apatite
Location F-15b. Topographically just below loc. F-15*
Rock: Hornblende, quartz monzonite gneiss*
pescrintion: Identical to medium-grained gneiss of
loc* F-15an
Composition: Same as the medium-grained gneiss of
loc* F-15a, except for several detrital zircon grains*
Location F-16. Topographically about 20 feet below and Just 
west of loc. F-15*
Rock: Schist of sedimentary origin and hornblende,
quartz monzonite gneiss.
Description; A medium-grained gneiss similar to 
that at loc. F-15a (pi* VII C) strikes N. 30 E. and dips 
30 E* occurs with a scnist similar to that at loc. F-15a 
(pi. VII D) which strikes N. 55° W. and dips 60° E. This 
discordant feature may be caused by a xenolith of the 
schist in the gneiss or, more likely, may be reconstituted, 
recrystallized rock involved in a shear zone (?)• lAlest face 
of ridge at this location is suggestive of a fault scarp, 
also there is much faulting in the diopside rock at loc.
F-15, therefore a shear zone is suggested. Rounded zircon 
is present in both types and their abundance in the schist 
indicated a sedimentary origin. Schist structure suggests 
a mylonite, but extensive recrystallization has obliterated 
much of cataclastic nature of rock.
Composition; (1) Gneiss: About the same as gneiss
at loc* F-15a b. (2) Schist: Feldspar 40% (mostly
potassic), quartz 40^, hornblende 8%, biotite and chlorite 
10^, and zircon apatatite, sphene and monazite
Location F-17* Lower end of outcrop about ICO feet west of 
taluj fille(l ravine Just west of general area of loc. F-15 
&  16*
Rock; Granite augen gneiss.
Description: Gray, medium coarse-grained gneiss with
differential weathering along N* 42^ E* striking, R*dipping foliation causing a stratified appearance. Fresh 
rock has pinkish tint of orthoclase augen. Myrmekitic and
—
poikilitic textures (pi, VIII C) are ccrmaon and tiiere is 
crushing of feldspars and quartz filling of crush zones*
, goffiippsitj-on; Feldspar 60/i (orthoclase 50̂ ,, oligcclase 
8/9, ffiicrocline 2>), quartz biotite muscovite 3%, and
hornblende> apatite and accessories
Location F-l8, About 30 feet higher on the slope and 200 
feet west of loc. F-17.
Rock: Hornblende I quartz monzonite gneiss*
Description; Gray* medium-grained gneiss, weathering 
to bedded appearance and dipping east*
Composition ; No thin section made, but the rock 
resembles t W t  at location F-14*
Location F-19# About 100 feet downslope and 150 feet west 
of loc* F-18 at the south or downslope end of an outcrop 
near a large solitary pine tree*
Rock; Quartz, mica schist.
Description; Greenish-gray schist with normal 
faulting along well developed foliation planes* Polished sec* 
tion shows apparent cross bedding and a small igneous intrusion 
along the foliation* Hock is largely composed of quartz 
recrystallized under stress (pi. VIII B), with detrital 
zircon (pi. VIII A) and sillimanite trace as indication of 
sedimentary origin.
Composition: Quartz 70^, feldspar ICÿ (mostly potassic)
biotite 10^, muscovite 55»» and zircon, apatite and sillimanite 
about 5^-
Location F-20. At the east side of the south termination 
of a ridge about 90 feet downslope and 200 feet west of 
loc. F-19# Is also about 400 feet east of loc. F-21.
Rock; Quartz-chlorite schist.
5escription: Green, slightly reddish-weathering
schist. Well developed foliation with N. 45® B. strike end 
37® E. dip and numerous feldspar porphyroclasts up to 4 mm* 
long. Two major joint planes present and their intersections 
with foliation plane produce rough steplike topographic 
form and blocky rubble* Structure and texture similar to that 
at loc. F-19» with matrix of recrystallized quartz and 
chlorite. Chlorite has preferred orientation parallel to 
the foliation. Sillaminite and detrital zircon indicate 
sedimentary origin.
Composition! Quartz 60)», feldspar 2C> (mostly potassic), 
chlorite 12i», muscovite 5ï̂ » and sillimanite and zircon about
Location F-20w. About 100 feet west along the bottom
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terminus of the utcrop from loc. F-20#
Sock: Quarc;z-feldspar, augen paragneiss.
Description; Dark gray, fine-grained, foliated 
rock, with large white augen-like masses (fig. 10) (pi. IX B). 
The larger of these masses are injections of pegmatitic 
matarial, but many smaller masses are actually feldspar 
augc^n. Matrix mostly recrystallized quartz and biotite, 
with much detrital zircon.
Composition: (1) Matrix and augen: Quartz jSjS,
feldspar 35% (sodic & potassic in equal parts), biotite 
10^, muscovite and sericite
Location F-21. At the south end of a long ridge which forms 
the east boundary of a broad open portion of the north 
slope of the canyon. Is just east of a talus-filled 
ravine and about 200 feet west of loc. F-20w.
Rock: Quartz-mica schist in contact with quartz
monzonite gneiss.
Description: Greenish, fine-grained schist and light
grayish-green, meàiuro-grained gneiss. Location marks 
western boundary of frontal zone. Much contortion, folding 
and faulting. Rock resembles metamorphosed igneous rock 
intruding a schist; and is similar to rock at loc. F-3 
and F-6. Both rocks have cataclastic structures, although 
recrystallized quartz has largely obliterated the mylonitic 
structure of the schist. Some detrital zircon in schist, 
while those in gneiss are prismatic and up to .09 mm. 
long.
Composition: (1) Schist; About the same as rock at
loc. F—20. (2) Gneiss: Feldspar 60;̂  (equal parts
potassic and sodic), quartz 30%, biotite and chlorite 6%. 
muscovite 2%, and zircon, sillimanite, magnetite about 2%.
Location F-21f. About 1,200 feet upslope from loc. F-21 
along the ridge north from loc. F-21*
Rock: Quartzite.
ÏÏêscription; Light tan or gray, medium fine-grained; 
has stratified appearance in outcrops, with N. 45^ E. strike 
and £• dip. Quartz grains are elongated parallel to 
the dip (pi. IX C).Composition: Quartz 38%, feldspar o% (mostly potassic),
chlorite end zircon traces.
Just west of location F-21, the rock changes rapidly 
into contact metamorphic types such as amphibolites and 
hornblende-diopside rocks similar to those at location F-15.
In one sample (pi. IX C) feldspars as basic as labradorite 
were found.
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Location M-1* About 60 feet lower on the slope and just 
west of a talus filled ravine*
Hock; Gneissoid, porphyritic granite*
Description: Light gray, medium grained, slightly
gneissic, porphyritic granite (pi* X A)* Sheeting present 
and gradation into a gneiss (K-2) to west, but no gradation 
to east, which suggests a fault origin for scarp marking 
western boundary of frontal zone. Myrmekitic and poikilitic 
textures present* Rock is little deformed and intrusive 
into highly metamorphosed, green, amphibolitic country rock.
 ̂ Composition; Feldspar ?0?J (orthoclase 55%, microcline 
5%, oligoclase 10%), quartz 25%, and biotite, magnetite, 
chlorite about 5%.
Location M-2. First definite outcrop of gneissic rock west 
of loc* M-1.
Rock: Quartz monzonite gneiss.
faescriptipn: Gray medium-grained gneiss. Strike of
gneissosity, n* 452 # dip 45^ E., strike of a well developed
joint plane, N. 30 E*, dip 70^ W. Biotite has a preferred 
orientation and is locally chloritized and bleached.
Compositionr Feldspar 75% (oligoclase 50%, orthoclase 
25%), qu^tz l!̂ %, biotite and chlorite 10%, zircon and 
apatite traces*
The rock between location M-2 and M-3 is generally 
green, foliated, fine to coarse-grained amphibolites and 
hornblende gneisses similar to those described at location 
F-15.
Location M-3* Large outcrop on edge of deep ravine marking 
approximate western boundary of the broad open portion 
of the north slope. A large clump of aspen trees occurs 
at this location*
Rock: Amphibolite schist and hornblende, quartz
monzonite gneiss.
Description: The rock varies over a small area from
green, light gray, somewhat massive, coarsely crystalline, 
igneous-appearing rock to a greenish, light to dark gray 
schist. The schist weathers reddish, contains red biotite 
and detrital zircon.
Composition; (1) Schist: Quartz 50%, feldspar 20%
(equal parts potassic and sodic), hornblende 20%, bleached 
and reddish biotite 6%, and sphene, zircon, pyrite, limonite 
about 4%.
(2) Gneiss: Feldspar 60% (oligoclase
40%, orthoclase 20%), quartz 30%, hornblende 5%, and biotite, 
epidote, sphene about 5%.
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Location M-3w* About 20 feet west of loc. M-3.
Rock: Quartz monzonite dike intruding gneisses,
schists and amphibolites.
Description: Gray, medium-grained, gneissoid dike
rock intruded into complexly folded older gneisses and other 
rocks. Myrmekitic textures common. A red-weathering gneiss 
contains abundant detrital zircon (pi. X C). Relatively 
recent age is Indicated by undeformed nature of the dike rock.
Composition: (1) Dike rock: Feldspar 70^ (equal parts
potassic and sodic), quartz 15^, and biotite, muscovite and 
zircon about 10^.
(2) Red-weathering gneiss: Quartz 45^,
feldspar (mostly potassic), biotite 8^, zircon, limonite 
and muscovite about 2^.
Location M-4. Bare, rounded outcrop of reddish rock to 
the west across a double ravine from loc. M-3. (see 
plate II for relative position).
Rock; Quartz monzonite.
faescription: Gray, red-weathering, faintly gneissic,
medium-grained granitoid rock (pi. X B). Major joint plane 
strikes N. 5^ E., dips steeply westward. Kicropoikilitic, 
myrmekitic textures common, and prisms, fragments and 
some rounded zircons present. Much of the biotite is 
pleochroic from pale yellow to dark red.
Composition: Feldspar 75!̂  (orthoclase 40?J, oligoclase
35^), quartz biotite and muscovite 10i&, and limonite,
magnetite, zircon about 5$.
Location M-55. General location about 700 feet west of loc. 
M-4 along the break in the north slope.
Rock; Quartz monzonite contorted gneiss.
Description: Gray, fine-grained gneiss, with reddish
and black bandingT Foliation attitude varies greatly within 
a small area. Much detrital zircon present and the gneiss may 
represent a subsequently deformed igneous intrusion along the 
bedding planes of an original sediment, from which it de­
rived the zircon by assimilation.
Composition: Feldspar 65^ (potassic 40jî, sodic
plagioclase 2^%), quartz 20$  ̂ biotite 10^, and muscovite, 
apatite, zircon about
Location M-56. On top of a cliff about 200 feet north of 
stream and about 2000 feet west of location M-4. (see 
plate II)Rock: Contorted paragneiss or migmatite.
Description: Gray, slightly red-weathering, very
contorted and well foliated gneiss. Red biotite present
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has preferred orientation^ with much corrosion of both biotite 
and muscovite. Some bleached biotite and quartz-corroded 
plagioclase (pi. X D). Detrital zircon forms pleochroic 
haloes in the red biotite. Detrital zircon, sillimanite 
and abundant quartz indicate sedimentary origin.
Composition; Quartz ^0%^ feldspar 20/» (equal parts 
sodic and potassic), biotite 15>, sillimanite g;;, muscovite 
4%, and limonite, hematite and zircon '}%*
Location M-g. At point where Forest Service trail is near 
stream. About 100 feet below and 300 feet west of loc.M-56. (see plate II)
Rock: Contorted paragneiss or migmatite.
Description; Red-weathering contorted gneiss, with 
an injected appearance. Resembles rock at loc. K-56, and 
rock at both localities may represent migmatized remnants 
of sedimentary beds between igneous injections along bedding 
planes. Angular masses of black, garnetiferous amphibolite 
are scattered through contorted gneiss, liasses resemble 
xenoliths, some mineralized with pyrite and gold (?].
Composition; Feldspar 60;̂», (orthoclase 40̂ », sodic 
plagioclase 20>}, quartz 22̂ 4, biotite 1Q>, muscovite 
and sillimanite, hematite, limonite, zircon about 3^.
Location M-59* On north slope about 6OO feet west of loca­
tion M-5*Rock: Quartz, garnet amphibolite.
Description: Black, garnetiferous rock in discordant
contact with the surrounding contorted gneiss. Hornblende 
has preferred orientation, with poikilitic and corroded 
textures. Contains scattered limonite, pyrite and some 
detrital zircon.
Composition: Hornblende 50ÿi. quartz 25)», feldspar
15% (equal parts sodic and potassic), garnet 5/i, and red 
biotite, pyrite, limonite, zircon 5/J.
Location îs-I-ôl. (see plate II for general location).
Rock: Contorted paragneiss or migmatite.
Description; Red-weathering, highly contorted gneiss 
(pi. %I A & B), resembling rocks at localities M-56 and 
M-5, except in composition.
Composition; Quartz 45>, feldspar 25?̂  (mostl]r orth- 
clase), red biotite 15/̂ , sillimanite 7>, muscovite 4>, 
limonite and hematite about 4^, apatite and zircon traces.
Location î i-6. Where trail passes between two large rock
masses (see plate II for general location).
Rock; Contorted gneiss and quartz monzonite gneiss.
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Ascription; Contorted mixtures of fine-grained, 
garnetiferous, gray gneiss of nearly aplitic texture and a 
greenish-gray coarser gneiss, which contains sillimanite 
and abundant orthoclase and chlorite ; latter two indicative 
of pegmatite intrusions* The coarse gneiss is probably a highly pegmatized paragneiss*
Comjgo^ition; (1) Quartz monzonite gneiss; Feldspar
60;» (mostly sodic plagioclase), quartz 25%, biotite 8%, 
garnet 7^, and accessory minerals traces*
(2) Contorted gneiss: Feldspar 70:̂
(mostly orthoclase), chlorite, sillimanite, muscovite and 
sericite 20%, quartz 10?«, and traces of accessory minerals including detrital zircon.
Location K-64* On east side of hill about 1200 feet due 
west of loc* M-6.
Rock! Gneissic aplite*
Description: Gray, brown banded gneiss with sandy
texture and much quartz* No thin section made.
Location M-7. Prominent, cliff-like exposure of red'ish 
rock near stream and about 2000 feet west and 200 feet 
south of loc* M-6.
Rock; Contorted paragneiss and included bands of 
amphibolitic schist*
Description: Red-weathering gneiss resembling rock
at loc. M-ol, witk contorted bands of greenish-gray, garnet­
if arcus amphibolite schist. Schist is simlar to amrhibolites 
at loc* M-5 and M-59# although with less amphibolite. Few 
rounded zircon grains probably indicate sedimentary origin.
Composition: (1) Red-weathering gneiss: About same
as at loc. M-61. (2) Amphibolite schist: Quartz 3 55̂ ,
feldspar 355̂  (equal parts sodic and potassic), hornblende 
20^, red biotite 5%, garnet 5^* and zircon, sphene traces.
Location M-78. At pint where trail crosses permanent
stream bed. At this location stream worn alaskite pebbles 
were found in the stream gravels.
Location M-8. Along the trail near the base of a tall 
rounded crag about 2500 feet west of loc. M-78.
Rock: Contorted quartz monzonite gneiss.
Description: Gray, coarse to medium-grained contorted
gneiss, with some myrmekitic, poikilitic textures. Red 
biotite has preferred orientation and contains rounded 
zircon with pleochroic haloes (pi* XI D).Composition: Feldspar ?v%, (oligoclase 40%, orthoclase
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25^, mlcrocline $$), quartz 15^, red biotite 1C;S, muscovite 
and sillimanite 4%» zircon and apatite Iji.
Location M-»9* One of the many outcrops of red-weathering, 
contorted gneiss to the north of the stream about li 
miles west of loc » M-7^.
Rock: Contorted paragneiss or migmatite.
Description: Same as for samples from loc. M-61.M-5 end k-56. ’
Composition: About the same as for sample fromloc• M-61.
Location M-10. About miles west of loc. M-7^. By trail 
on north side of stream and just west of point where 
tributary enters Kootenai Creek from south.
Rock; Contorted paragneiss or migmatite.
Description: Same as rock at loc. M-61.
Composition: About the same as rock at location M-6I.
Location K-1. At the base of canyon wall Just west of 
North Kootenai Lake.
Rock: Quartz monzonite and fine-grained sandy
textured gneiss.
Description: Gray, medium-grained, slightly
porphyritic and gneissic dike rock (pi. XII C), discordant 
with the red-weathering, contorted gneiss and associated with 
a gray, red-weathering, sand-textured phase of the contorted 
gneiss. Abundant detrital zircon in sandy phase (pi. XII A).
Composition: (1) Quartz monzonite: Feldspar 75^
(oligoclase 5®, orthoclase 25%), quartz 15$, biotite 8$, 
and apatite, epidote, zircon about 2$.
(2) Sandy-textured gneiss: Quartz 50?i,
feldspar 30$ (equal parts potassic and sodic), biotite 12$, 
garnet 5$, and apatite, magnetite, limonite, zircon about 
3$.
Location K-2. In general area of greenish rock along the 
base of the canyon wall Just south of the west end of 
North Kootenai Lake.
Rc ck: Diopside contact rock and hornblende, quartz
monzonite•
Description: Green, medium to fine-grained rock
resembling that at loc. F-15* Probably a roof pendant 
bordering edge of massive pahse of Idaho batholith. 
Considerable faulting in area, some sulphide mineralization; 
abundant detrital zircon. Greenish-gray, medium-grained 
gnêiss present is similar to hornblende, quartz monzonite 
gR^isses of the frontal zone.
•75*
Composition: (1) Diopside contact rock: Diopside
45%» feldspar 40% (all sodic plagioclase), hornblende 6%, 
chlorite 5%, pyrite 2%, and zircon, sphene about 2$. The 
composition of this rock varies greatly over relatively small areas.
(2) Gneiss: Feldspar 60% (sodic
plagioclase 40^# orthoclase 20%), hornblende 15%, quartz 
15/0» biotite 5%» chlorite 4%» and pyrite, limonite, zircon about 1%.
Location CP. At the crest of Crovm Point (see plate I).
Rock; Quartz monzonite.
Description: Gray, medium^grained granitoid rock;
no thin section made.
Composition: (estimated), Feldspar 50% (equal parts
sodic and potassic), quartz 40%, biotite and accessories 
about 10%.
Big Creek Lake
Location IB. Near south end of Big Creek Lake (see plate 1). 
Rock: Massive, porphyritic, calc^alkaline granite.
Description: Light gray» medium-grained, massive
rock with pink orthoclase phenocrysts. Poikilitic (pi.
XII A) and micrographie textures present.
Composition: Feldspar 60% (orthoclase 40%, plagioclase
20%), quartz 30%, biotite 6%, muscovite 2%, and chlorite, 
magnetite, zircon prisms about 2%.
Bass Canyon
Location B-1. North of Bass Creek at mouth of canyon.
Rock: Mylonitic augen paragneiss.
description: Green, gneissic to schistose rock
similar to rock at loc. F-20 in Kootenai Canyon. Parting 
foliation and joint planes causes blocky and slabby talus. 
Cataclastic structure (pi. XIII A)» with feldspar augen 
and porphyroclasts. Matrix chiefly recrystallized quartz, 
with detrital zircon (pi. XIII B) present.
Composition: Quartz 60%, feldspar 25% (mostly
orthoclase), muscovite and sericite 10%, chlorite 4%, 
detrital zircon about 1%.
Location B-2. About % mile west of canyon mouth in bank 
along north side of logging road.
Rock: Titaniferous skam.
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Descriptiont VJhlte, green and pink banded quartzitic 
rock. Field relations obscured by cover of t;lus and soil, 
but rock probably originated by metamorphisia of dolomitic 
quartzite. Titanium present as sphene may have been 
introduced by magmatic emanations or was originally present 
as ilmenite. Rock exposed by blasting along logging road and may be large talus block.
Composition; Quartz 55^, feldspar 20% (mostly 
plagioclase), diopside 20>, sphene and a few rounded zircon about 5>*
Location B-3* Within general area where rock type is exposed.
Rock; Contorted paragneiss or migmatite.
Description: Identical to red-weathering, contorted
gneisses previously described in Kootenai canyon (see pi,
XIV A).
Composition; Quartz 40^i feldspar 40/i (equal parts 
sodic and potassic), red biotite 12%, sillimanite 5%/ 
hematite, limonite, zircon 3%.
Location B-4# About 2 miles west of canyon mouth and in 
the general area where the rock type Is exposed.
Rock; Alaskite (?)#
Description: White, medium-grained granitoid rock
(pi, XIV B), with some chlorite as only dark component. Rock 
probably formed by assimilation or transformation of contorted 
gneiss, intruded by Bass Canyon Stock,
Composition: Feldspar 90% (mostly oligoclase, but
varying from albite to andesine), quartz, sericite, 
chlorite, zircon about 10%,
Location B-5, In alaskite on hillside north of old log dam 
across Bass Creek,
Rock: Amphibolite,
Description ; Gray-spotted, black amphibolite as 
discordant mass in alaskite. May be xenolith or a 
garnetiferous amphibolite mass originally in the contorted 
gneiss, .  ̂ ,Composition: Hornblende 50%, feldspar 25% (mostly 
sodic plagioclase], quartz 20/4, magnetite 4%, and zircon, 
sphene about -1%.
Location B-6, At base of cliff about 200 feet north of 
point where logging road crosses Bass Creek.
Rock: Quartz monzonite.
Description: Gray, fine to medium-grained, granitoid
quartz monzonite forming the Bass Canyon Stock.
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Composltlon; Ko thin section was made ; but the 
estimated composition is feldspar (equal parts sodic 
and potassic), quartz 30^, biotite 15î i magnetite and 
others, traces*
Location B-7* In the south cirque near the top of St.
Joseph Peak*
Rock; Quartzose, garnetiferous amphibolite* 
faescription: Black amphibolite with much clear,
injected (?) quartz and large (up to 1 cm. diameter) red 
garnet porphyroblasts* Very hard, resistant and occurring 
in contorted gneiss*
Composition: No thin section made ; but estimated
composition is hornblende 50/i>, quartz 25;., feldspar 10$ 
(probably all plagioclase), garnet 10$, and others 5$*
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